Hurry ends 31st October 2017!

SENTINEL A50

MIGOMAG 215 PF

Part No: 0700000800

Part No: AAM215

Years of welding have trained you to know
exactly what you need in a hood: crucial comfort,
large lens, and next generation technology.
Every special operation needs special
equipment that gets the job done, and when
it comes to your helmet, SENTINEL™ is worn
by the best.

* 5/3 year warranty on major parts
* Automatic thermal overload protection
* 6 position voltage switch for precise voltage
control
* Reversible polarity for gasless wire welding
* Easy to use front panel with digital amp meter
* Forced air cooling with internal & external fans
* Copper would transformer with 5 years warranty
* Rubber tyred wheels, gas cylinder platform
and securing chain
* Fully enclosed integrated or separate wire
feed units with hinged compartment doors to
keep welding wire clean
* Positive drive wire feed system with step-less
electronic speed control
* 3 welding modes - continuous, cyclic & spot

* Revolutionary shell design - high impact
resistance nylon
* Halo™ headgear - ergonomic, infinitely-adjustable
5 point head gear provides extreme comfort and
balance. Low-profile design, central pivot point allows
for maximum head clearance while helmet is in the up position
* 3.93 x 2.36 in. (100 x 60 mm) viewing area. 1/1/1/2 –5-13 ADF
* Externally activated Grind Button - shade 4 grind mode
* Color touch screen control panel with 8 separate memory settings

$374.00

inc gst

per spool
DISCLAIMER
The imagery used in the brochure is indicative
of style only. The information contained herein
is believed to be correct but is not guaranteed.
Prospective purchasers should make and must
rely on their own enquiries.
MIGOMAG WELDING SUPPLIES reserves the
right to make changes at any time in
specification and pricing of products described
in this literature without notice or obligation.
These prices are valid while stocks last, and
prices may vary from state to state.

per 5kg pack

MIGOMAG SUNSHINE

MIGOMAG GEELONG

PH (03) 9313 3100
FAX (03) 9312 4499

PH (03) 5240 5600
FAX (03) 5277 9836

668 Somerville Road
Sunshine VIC 3020

Email info@migomag.com.au

63 Douro Street
Nth Geelong VIC 3215

Web www.migomag.com.au

For T&C’s visit www.migomag.com.au

$1395.00
$150.00

inc gst
inc gst
per 15kg spool

